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HODL Blood Diamond 

Since the inception of cryptocurrencies, the ideal premise was to realese millions, billions, and 

even now a days, a trillion plus tokens in circulation. This idealogy behind releasing so many 

coins was the fact that cryptocurrencies can be a native form of payment. 

 

Why this doesnt work: 

 

In reality and even in all honesty, there is almost 0 chance and government entity would adopt or 

include an outside crypto project to be tethered to their paper backed currency. Its not a matter of 

functionality, it’s a matter of principles. Adopting a currency to utilize as a nations coin would 

mean less control of anything of the sorts. Government entities want something they’ve been 

involved with since the inception of the coin, and where they had 100% input on everything.  

 

This brings us to are other users, everyday people. Everyday people like you and me, are still 

considered the early adopters when it comes to cryptocurrencies. The early adopters primarily 

consist of 2 categories. 

  

• In it for the technology 

• Want to make a lot of Money 

 

 

The people who are in it for the technology have fallen in love with a frictionless online payment 

system that utilizes encryption. It is essentially making you your own bank without any third 

party overseeing your funds (Decentralized). 

 

The other (make a lot of money), are simply in it for the potential returns. They have no idea 

how any of this works, they follow the hype, they will throw thousands of dollars into coins that 

have 0 use case and so much more. 

 

This brings us to the “why” of Blood Diamond. Blood Diamond is meant to exponentially grow 

in value. Every buy  

 

Scarce Token: 

 

Hodl Blood Diamond is designed to break the norm of cryptocurrencies. We only have a set 

supply of 2,000 tokens. We are creating a new category in the crypto community by having a 

limited number of tokens, we are calling this new concept: Scarce Tokens. 

 

Concept and Utilization: 

 

The concept of a scarce token is to essentially have price increases with every 1 buy. Since most 

of the coins are in liquidity, just 1 buy has been increasing the value of Blood Diamond a dollar 

each buy [ These are statistics taken from the first week of launch – and the Hodl team does not 

guarantee these statistics will carry out in the future]  



 

Besides being a new breed of cryptocurrency, Hodl Blood Diamond will be used on the Hodl 

Gold Defi Exchange. Hodl Golds primary purpose is to be used as a store of value, whereas Hodl 

Blood Diamond is to basically be meant to be the more expensive, rarer, more unique version of 

Hodl Gold. In the future, there will be a wagering system implemented [card games, gambling, 

etc.] on Hold Gold Defi that will consist of a VIP table.  

 

VIP members are generally high-profile people. The VIP people on the exchange will be 

considered anyone with 1 full Blood Diamond. 

 

Use Case: 

 

As mentioned above, Hodl Blood Diamonds primary use case will be the following. 

  

 1) Scarce Token 

 2) VIP Treatment 

 

VIP Treatment in the Hodl Gold Defi exchange will consist of the trader buying in to the VIP 

system. Similar to Pancakeswap there will be profiles for users. A user will need to purchase a 

VIP Verified Profile  

 

    .05 HDLS + 1 HDLG = Buy in to VIP 

 

                OR 

 

    10,000 HDLG = Buy in to VIP 

       [ Price will be adjusted based on current value of 1 HDLS ] 

 

VIP Treatment will consist of the following: 

  

o High End Tables 

o Access to Initial Farm Offerings 

o More to come based on interest and volume 

 

Tokenomics 

Contract: 0x49fb2f30ee93a05ae20ff4b40b3d7ce7b2bf713d 

Token Type: BEP20 

Ticker: HDLS 

Chain: Binance Smart Chain 

 

 



Overall Supply: 2,000 

 

Circulating Supply: 864 

Burnt: 1,136 

 

Distribution 

 

• 1,136 – DxSale [lost forever] 

• 600 – Liquidity Providers 

• 264 – Air Dropped  

 

Token Supply

Lost Liquidity Air Dropped


